Voice and Valence (Assuring and Assuring Operations)
expressed as a function of the number of words, $w$, the number of distinct words, $d$, and the number of characters, $c$. The formula for the perplexity, $P$, is:

$$P = \frac{1}{w} \sum_{i=1}^{w} \log P(x_i|w)$$

where $x_i$ is the $i$th word. The perplexity is often used as a measure of how well a language model predicts the data. A lower perplexity indicates a better model.

In summary, the model is designed to capture the statistical properties of the text, which in turn is used to generate new text that resembles the original. This approach has been successful in tasks such as text completion, translation, and summarization.
See also sub clause (see section 5).

Depending for purpose of and further specced matter to be treated affection:
8.7 Value increasing operations

The devices discussed in the following sections are the
various logical connectives of propositional logic. The
expression of these connectives is as follows:

- **And**: (\(\land\)) or (\(\&\))
- **Or**: (\(\lor\))
- **Not**: (\(\neg\))

The following inference rules are a part of the
propositional calculus:

1. **Modus Ponens**: If \(P\) and \(P \rightarrow Q\) are true, then \(Q\) is true.
2. **Modus Tollens**: If \(P\) and \(Q\rightarrow P\) are true, then \(Q\) is false.
3. **Hypothetical Syllogism**: If \(P\rightarrow Q\) and \(Q\rightarrow R\) are true, then \(P\rightarrow R\) is true.
4. **Disjunctive Syllogism**: If \(P\lor Q\) and \(\neg P\) are true, then \(Q\) is true.

The following are examples of the use of these rules:

- If \(P\) and \(Q\) are both true, then \(P\lor Q\) is true.
- If \(P\lor Q\) is true and \(P\) is false, then \(Q\) must be true.

These rules are fundamental in the study of logic and
are used extensively in the construction of logical proofs.

8.8 Truth tables

A truth table is a tabular representation of the
truth values of logical expressions for all possible
combinations of truth values of the variable expressions.

For example, the truth table for the expression \(P\lor Q\) is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(P)</th>
<th>(Q)</th>
<th>(P\lor Q)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that the expression \(P\lor Q\) is true whenever \(P\) or \(Q\) or both are true.

8.9 Inference and predicate calculus

Inference and predicate calculus are branches of
mathematical logic that deal with the formation and
use of logical expressions.

- **Inference**: The process of deriving new logical
expressions from existing ones.
- **Predicate Calculus**: A formal system of logic that
deals with the formation of expressions involving
variables and functions.

These tools are used in various fields such as
computer science, mathematics, and philosophy.

8.10 First-order logic

First-order logic, also known as predicate logic,
is a formal system that allows for the expression of
more complex logical relationships than propositional
logic.

- **Variables**: Symbols that represent objects or concepts
  in the domain of discourse.
- **Predicates**: Expressions that describe properties or
congruences of objects.
- **Functions**: Expressions that map objects to other objects.

These elements are used to construct logical expressions
and arguments in the context of formal languages.
The causative is a kind of "increasing" causation. A causative can be divided into three types: lexical, morphological, and syntactic/morphological. A morphological causative can be further divided into productive or non-productive, and can also be classified based on whether or not the causative verb is derived from another verb.

**Lexical causatives**, especially when they are expressed morphologically, are often expressed in the active voice.

**Morphological causatives** may be derived from other verbs, and can be productive or non-productive. For example:

1. **Productive** causatives are derived from other verbs and can be used in a variety of contexts.
2. **Non-productive** causatives are derived from other verbs but have a more limited range of expression.

**Syntactic causatives** refer to the grammatical structure of the sentence, and can be characterized by specific word order or phrase structure.

The definition of the causative in a causative construction is as follows:

- **Causative** (P) = (Causer (P) caused (Caused (P)))

The following are possible interpretations of the causative construction:

- **Causative** makes a difference in the argument of the sentence.
- A causative construction can be summarized as:

  \( \text{causative construction: } \text{caused} \rightarrow \text{result} \)

Where the result of the causative construction is some change or effect attributed to the agent of the causative.

**Causative** is a kind of "increasing" causation.
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To form a causative of a transitive verb, the suffix -it is needed.
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The relationship between structural information and conceptual information is complex and not always straightforward. While there is some evidence that structural information can influence conceptual understanding, the exact nature of this relationship is not yet fully understood. Further research is needed to fully understand how different types of structural information can impact conceptual learning and retention.
there is no special morphology on the verb to indicate this fact. For example:

Since in Z-P the verb agrees an indirect object, it is now grammatical to express the indirect object with a post-positional phrase (Z-P): Second, they can be expressed as a direct object in the same sentence (Z-D): Their two forms of expressing directional force are shown in the following sentence: 'They got the money from the bank.'

In example 35 shows that there are two ways of expressing directional force:

1. the verb agrees in number
2. the verb agrees in person

are from the 1971 Wirz.


direct object: the use of directional phrases (all non-nullifiers) to express a verb of directional force. Examples 21 and 22 show that the English phrase 'I went to the bank' is used to express the same idea.

In Nominalization, a prepositional phrase is used to express the indirect object as in the example 28: The verb agrees in number

In example 27 shows that the English phrase 'I went to the bank' is used to express the same idea.
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An unusual construction whereby a dative argument can optionally be

possessed

intransitive

Section 8.4.4 discusses more possessed possessor raising.

Example 9 shows that the dative pronoun is not a "reduced" possess.

8.4.4 Date of Interest
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When relevant the date of obligation

is date of dative construction

is date of dative construction

Intransitive and transitive dative

An interesting exception to applicative constructions normally advance

the indirect object whereas dative-idiom constructions do not.

There are two other notable differences between applicative and
dative idioms. In the position of the indirect object, in the English

transitive, the possessive of the direct object always has deep

possessorsin a possess

The possessive is considered to be a...
Chapter 3: English Passives: Voice and passive alternations

Voice and passive alternations

A few examples of English passive/active voice alternations:

1. The book is read by the student.
   - Passive: The book is read by the student.
   - Active: The student reads the book.

2. The experiment was conducted by the scientist.
   - Passive: The experiment was conducted by the scientist.
   - Active: The scientist conducted the experiment.

3. The policy is implemented by the government.
   - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
   - Active: The government implements the policy.

4. The project was completed by the team.
   - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
   - Active: The team completed the project.

5. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
   - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
   - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

6. The policy is implemented by the government.
   - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
   - Active: The government implements the policy.

7. The project was completed by the team.
   - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
   - Active: The team completed the project.

8. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
   - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
   - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

9. The policy is implemented by the government.
   - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
   - Active: The government implements the policy.

10. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

11. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

12. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

13. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

14. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

15. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

16. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

17. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

18. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

19. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

20. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

21. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

22. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

23. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

24. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

25. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

26. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

27. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

28. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

29. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

30. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

31. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

32. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

33. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

34. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

35. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

36. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

37. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

38. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

39. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

40. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

41. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

42. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

43. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

44. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

45. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

46. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

47. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.

48. The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Passive: The policy is implemented by the government.
    - Active: The government implements the policy.

49. The project was completed by the team.
    - Passive: The project was completed by the team.
    - Active: The team completed the project.

50. The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Passive: The experiment is conducted by the scientist.
    - Active: The scientist conducts the experiment.
The meaning component contributed by the value decreases.

The following is an example of an intransitive verb with a possessor.

The verb in 55a is marked with a prefix - that indicates a third person act.

The verb in 55a is marked with a prefix - that indicates a third person act.
The English reflexive is formed by the addition of a suffix -self, reflexive. Russian offers additional examples of morphological reflexives.

In English, the reflexive is formed by the addition of a suffix -self:
- A reflexive is a verb which is used to express an action performed by the same person who is the subject of the action. Examples include:
  - sell oneself
  - help oneself
  - paint oneself

In Russian, the reflexive is formed from a transitive verb by the addition of the prefix se-:
- Меня зовут Иван (Меня зовут Ивана).
- Я люблю пить (Я люблю пить вино).
- Он пишет письмо (Он пишет письмо).
The special morphological operation used:

In English, reflexive and reciprocal are both adjectives. But are not

Both are expressed as a prefix-stem.

In Japanese, reciprocal and reflexive are analytic (as 70), but reciprocal

are expressed as a post particle-stem.

In this example, the reflexive marker -nu indicates a pronoun between the

phrase and the noun adjoined.
A passive is any clause headed by a verb that is interpreted as expressing a state of affairs which a subject is undergoing or has undergone. The typical passive construction is: 

**Subject** + am/is/are + **past participle** of the **verb**.

Examples:

- The book was written by someone else.
- The coin was found on the beach.
- The letter was sent to my mother.
- The experiment was conducted by them.
- The cake was baked by my mother.

In some cases, the subject of a passive clause is omitted, and the preposition to the verb of the clause is used to indicate the agent of the action.

- The cake was baked to me.
- The coin was found to me.
- The letter was sent to you.
- The experiment was conducted to them.
- The cake was baked to you.

Passives are often used to emphasize the recipient of the action or to avoid mentioning the agent. They are also used to express a state of affairs that is not the result of an action by a specific agent.

### 8.2.2 Passives

**Voice and voicelessness:**

- Passive (two-participant) clause for which the following rules apply:
  1. The subject was the object of the action in the active.
  2. The verb is in the past participle form.
  3. The subject is passive, indicating that the action is done to the subject rather than by the subject.

- Passive (three-participant) clause for which the following rules apply:
  1. The subject was the object of the action in the active.
  2. The verb is in the past participle form.
  3. The subject is passive, indicating that the action is done to the subject rather than by the subject.

- Passive (four-participant) clause for which the following rules apply:
  1. The subject was the object of the action in the active.
  2. The verb is in the past participle form.
  3. The subject is passive, indicating that the action is done to the subject rather than by the subject.
The mood was gone (of a beat)
moosées get-ass-appr-contents-52-es-pass-
mumbrig-k, as-supert-her-free-

(66) John got the big car.
and the less common get-passive:
constructions (for example, English) than the common be-passive (see above)
Other kinds of passives: Many languages possess more than one passive

That these are imperfective constructions and not just plain adjective

"I'll be good."
-3-grf
-3-stq
-3

"I'll be good.
-3-grf
-3-stq
-3

(69) a. a pronunciation

...In an impression passive in Nahuatl (examples courtesy of Jonathan Oldeso):
(2) causative constructions, and (2) indirect passive markers. The
(3) causative construction to use imperfective to non-imperative.

(69) a. a pronunciation

...In an impression passive in Nahuatl (examples courtesy of Jonathan Oldeso):
(2) causative constructions, and (2) indirect passive markers. The
(3) causative construction to use imperfective to non-imperative.

(68) a. pronunciation

...In an impression passive in Nahuatl (examples courtesy of Jonathan Oldeso):
(2) causative constructions, and (2) indirect passive markers. The
(3) causative construction to use imperfective to non-imperative.

...In an impression passive in Nahuatl (examples courtesy of Jonathan Oldeso):
(2) causative constructions, and (2) indirect passive markers. The
(3) causative construction to use imperfective to non-imperative.

We know no language that employs specific morphologies just

...In an impression passive in Nahuatl (examples courtesy of Jonathan Oldeso):
(2) causative constructions, and (2) indirect passive markers. The
(3) causative construction to use imperfective to non-imperative.

We know no language that employs specific morphologies just

...In an impression passive in Nahuatl (examples courtesy of Jonathan Oldeso):
(2) causative constructions, and (2) indirect passive markers. The
(3) causative construction to use imperfective to non-imperative.

We know no language that employs specific morphologies just
In the nominal passives, the passives are expressed by the morpheme -nThe. For example, "He was hit by the ball." The object of the sentence is the agent of the action, and the subject is the patient.

In the active voice, the subject is the agent of the action, and the object is the patient. For example, "He hit the ball."
more direct expression of a passage or some other paragraph of a voice. The
more clear expression of a passage or some other paragraph of a voice.
The
more direct expression of a passage or some other paragraph of a voice.

In example 96, the speaker of the first person object and the
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A declarative sentence (see above) is constructed by a predicate and an object. In speech, the verb is usually followed by the object. The object can be a noun or a pronoun. In written language, the object is often placed at the end of a sentence. For example, "The cat ate the mouse." The verb "ate" is the predicate, and "the mouse" is the object.

In a sentence, the subject performs an action on the object. This relationship is shown in the sentence "The cat ate the mouse." The subject is "the cat," and the object is "the mouse." The verb "ate" tells us what the subject did to the object.

Confusing clauses can be difficult to understand. Consider the sentence "If the sun is shining, then I will go out." This sentence has two clauses: "If the sun is shining" and "then I will go out." The clause "If the sun is shining" is the condition, and the clause "then I will go out" is the consequence. The verb "go" in the second clause is the subject of the sentence, and the subject of the first clause is the subject of the second clause.

In speech, the subject of the sentence is usually the first word in the sentence. For example, "I will go out if the sun is shining." In written language, the subject is often placed at the beginning of the sentence, but it can also be placed at the end of a sentence. For example, "If the sun is shining, I will go out."
A study of these constructions in discourse (Paredes 1994) shows that the VAP construction (104) is used when the speaker is expressing uncertainty, while the VDP construction (104) is used when the speaker is expressing certainty. The VPA construction (104) is used when the speaker is expressing a combination of uncertainty and certainty.

In Paredes (1994), the VAP construction is used to express a conditional relationship, while the VDP construction is used to express a causative relationship. The VPA construction is used to express a conjunction relationship.

The VAP construction is used to express a conditional relationship, while the VDP construction is used to express a causative relationship. The VPA construction is used to express a conjunction relationship.

In Paredes (1994), the VAP construction is used to express a conditional relationship, while the VDP construction is used to express a causative relationship. The VPA construction is used to express a conjunction relationship.

When making the VDP and VAP sentences, the speaker emphasizes the first clause, while the second clause is downgraded.
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When making the VDP and VAP sentences, the speaker emphasizes the first clause, while the second clause is downgraded.
Constructions of middle verbs in English refer to actions that are performed by an agent or patient, not by the subject of the sentence. This is different from the use of middle constructions in other languages, such as German, where the subject of the sentence performs the action. Middle constructions are often used to emphasize the process rather than the result, and they can be used to create a more passive voice. For example, in the sentence "The ball was kicked," the subject of the sentence is not the agent of the action, but rather the action itself. This can be contrasted with a standard voice construction such as "The dog kicked the ball," where the subject of the sentence is the agent of the action. Middle constructions are often used in scientific writing to emphasize the process rather than the result, and they can be used to create a more passive voice. For example, in the sentence "The ball was kicked," the subject of the sentence is not the agent of the action, but rather the action itself. This can be contrasted with a standard voice construction such as "The dog kicked the ball," where the subject of the sentence is the agent of the action.
Offer a demonstration on such verbal manner occur.

in some specific manner of authentication or instrumentality, whereas in

4. If the definition has (and) in its literal meaning, it is necessary

7. A significant difference is the vertical difference, it is necessary

8. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

9. Ordering, ordering, the vision

10. Ordering, ordering, the vision

11. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

12. Ordering, ordering, the vision

13. Ordering, ordering, the vision

14. Ordering, ordering, the vision

15. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

16. Ordering, ordering, the vision

17. Ordering, ordering, the vision

18. Ordering, ordering, the vision

19. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

20. Ordering, ordering, the vision

21. Ordering, ordering, the vision

22. Ordering, ordering, the vision

23. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

24. Ordering, ordering, the vision

25. Ordering, ordering, the vision

26. Ordering, ordering, the vision

27. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

28. Ordering, ordering, the vision

29. Ordering, ordering, the vision

30. Ordering, ordering, the vision

31. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

32. Ordering, ordering, the vision

33. Ordering, ordering, the vision

34. Ordering, ordering, the vision

35. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

36. Ordering, ordering, the vision

37. Ordering, ordering, the vision

38. Ordering, ordering, the vision

39. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

40. Ordering, ordering, the vision

41. Ordering, ordering, the vision

42. Ordering, ordering, the vision

43. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

44. Ordering, ordering, the vision

45. Ordering, ordering, the vision

46. Ordering, ordering, the vision

47. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

48. Ordering, ordering, the vision

49. Ordering, ordering, the vision

50. Ordering, ordering, the vision

51. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

52. Ordering, ordering, the vision

53. Ordering, ordering, the vision

54. Ordering, ordering, the vision

55. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

56. Ordering, ordering, the vision

57. Ordering, ordering, the vision

58. Ordering, ordering, the vision

59. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

60. Ordering, ordering, the vision

61. Ordering, ordering, the vision

62. Ordering, ordering, the vision

63. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

64. Ordering, ordering, the vision

65. Ordering, ordering, the vision

66. Ordering, ordering, the vision

67. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

68. Ordering, ordering, the vision

69. Ordering, ordering, the vision

70. Ordering, ordering, the vision

71. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

72. Ordering, ordering, the vision

73. Ordering, ordering, the vision

74. Ordering, ordering, the vision

75. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

76. Ordering, ordering, the vision

77. Ordering, ordering, the vision

78. Ordering, ordering, the vision

79. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

80. Ordering, ordering, the vision

81. Ordering, ordering, the vision

82. Ordering, ordering, the vision

83. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

84. Ordering, ordering, the vision

85. Ordering, ordering, the vision

86. Ordering, ordering, the vision

87. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

88. Ordering, ordering, the vision

89. Ordering, ordering, the vision

90. Ordering, ordering, the vision

91. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

92. Ordering, ordering, the vision

93. Ordering, ordering, the vision

94. Ordering, ordering, the vision

95. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary

96. Ordering, ordering, the vision

97. Ordering, ordering, the vision

98. Ordering, ordering, the vision

99. Ordering, ordering, the vision

The conclusion of the definition, ordering, ordering, the vertical difference, it is necessary
tion in English tends to express a situation in which the participant is less involved in the action or event. Similarly, in Spanish, ngoại동생 (objective complement) involves a lesser degree of involvement by the participant.

Like the English counterpart, however, the Spanish counterpart of "object" in context is highly participative.

For example:

1. El niño roba el libro.
   - The child steals the book.
2. El niño roba el juguete del niño.
   - The child steals the toy from the child.

The Spanish counterpart is more participative than the English counterpart, as it implies that the child is actively involved in the action of stealing. This participative nature is not always present in English, where the subject of the action (e.g., the child) is often more passive.

Therefore, while both languages use "object" in similar contexts, the degree of involvement and participation varies. Spanish tends to use a more participative structure, reflecting the active role of the participant in the action described.